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ABSTRACT
World-wide competition among enterprises leads to the need for new systems to perform the control of distributed manufacturing systems, through the integration of information systems and self-organisation features, in order to adapt quickly to the environment changes. This paper presents an agile and cooperative architecture for distributed manufacturing systems based in the multi-agent technology which implements some holonic and bionic concepts and supports a new control approach, including the re-engineering phase.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The world-wide competition among enterprises, the organisation in temporary alliances (such as virtual enterprises), to allow industrial enterprises to keep their competitiveness, and the need to support new emergent manufacturing paradigms (such as mass customisation), lead to the need for new systems to perform the control of distributed manufacturing systems.

The new control systems for this new environment should face requirements that impose a capability of an agile and fast adaptation to the environments changes, through the integration of new technologies, tools and paradigms.

This paper presents a brief overview of the manufacturing paradigms evolution, as well as the requirements and problems associated to the new distributed and agile organisations. The research work on control architectures for manufacturing systems, both the traditional and advanced approaches, is also presented.

In order to fulfil those requirements it is presented a research work that intends to develop an agent-based architecture for agile and cooperative manufacturing systems, which supports the dynamic and agile adaptation to changes, the self-organisation and the use of standard interfaces with physical devices. The architecture implements some concepts derived from holonic and bionic manufacturing paradigms.

2. DISTRIBUTED MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENT

2.1. Manufacturing Paradigms Evolution
During several years, the concept of mass manufacturing, characterised by the production of the same product in large scale, was widely implemented, but nowadays is incapable of treating variations in the type of product and can no longer respond to the challenges of modern and dynamic business. In the 80’s, Japanese companies introduced the Lean Manufacturing, an extension of the Just in Time concept that aims to shorten the time line between customer order and shipment, by eliminating waste, and to achieve manufacturing products with less time to design, less inventory, less defects and reduction of setups. Another similar paradigm is the Agile Manufacturing, which consists in the ability to adapt quickly and profitably to continuous and unexpected changes in the manufacturing environment, and considers that human factors and organisational knowledge are just as important as advanced technology.

The CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing) paradigm, popular in the 80’s, consists in the integration of the enterprise activities, through the use of information technologies, which allows the exchange and sharing of data among the various enterprise units. The main advantages are the increase of productivity, flexibility, quality, reduction of design time and work in progress [1], but due mainly to some technological, economical and social problems, the implementation of the CIM concept didn't have good results. Supply Chain Management deals with the management of materials, information and financial flows in a network, consisting of suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and customers.

The Virtual Enterprise is a paradigm that can be defined as a temporary alliance of enterprises that come together...
to share skills and resources in order to better respond to business opportunities [2]. The Extended Enterprise is a particular case, where an enterprise is preponderant in the network organisations.

Figure 1 – New Manufacturing Organisational Structures

Nowadays, there is a trend for a high product customisation to fulfil the market demands, emerging the manufacturing from the era of mass production to the era of mass customisation. To accomplish this new environment, the companies are obliged to use new technologies and new manufacturing concepts, and combine them, in their different activities to avoid the risk to becoming less competitive or obsolete.

2.2. Requirements of Emergent Manufacturing Systems

The new ways of business organisation present requirements and problems, which increase the complexity of control applications. The main requirements that emergent manufacturing systems should comprise are [3]: enterprise integration, distributed organisational architectures, heterogeneous environments, integration of humans, co-operation, open and dynamic structure, dynamic organisation structure and fault tolerance.

On the other hand, they present important problems that are not completely solved, such as data translation, decentralised planning and scheduling and re-organisation techniques [4]. The data translation is related to the way to represent and understand the information in a decentralised environment is different for each company. The EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) and STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data) protocols do not completely solve the data translation problem. Recently, the XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is pointed as the standard for the exchange of data. The decentralised planning and scheduling requires the synchronisation of local systems and processes supervision to support the global optimisation. Finally, the system should present self-organisation features in order to adapt to quickly to the external changes, but the way to represent the re-organisation techniques is a complex task.

3. EXISTING CONTROL ARCHITECTURES

In the research community, many control architectures have been proposed to fulfil the problems of advanced manufacturing systems, some of them using classic approaches and other using new and advanced approaches.

3.1. Classic Cell and Shop Floor Control Architectures

These architectures use mainly classic control architectures, such as hierarchical architecture. The COSIMA (Control Systems for Integrated Manufacturing) [5], is an architecture for cell and shop floor levels, which consists of five modules, grouped into a Production Activity Control (PAC): scheduler, dispatcher, monitor, producers and movers. The CHAMP (Chalmers Architecture and Methodology for Flexible Production) architecture was elaborated upon the experiences of PAC architecture and the main features are the separation of product and resource information, and the physical separation of generic and specific functions of the products and the resources currently in use [6]. Similar to those architectures, the Manufacturing Cell Controller of CIM Centre of Porto uses a modified hierarchical architecture approach. The interface between the cell controller and the physical devices is implemented using the MMS (Manufacturing Message Specification) protocol [7]. The MOSCOT (Modular Shop Control Toolkit for Flexible Manufacturing) object-oriented architecture is characterised by the kernel, which contains the common modules to all shop floor applications, and shells, which are developed or customised according to the specifications of each application [8].

3.2. Distributed Manufacturing control paradigms

The traditional manufacturing control systems have low capacity to adapt and react to the dynamic changes of its environment, and the new paradigms should have the capability to adapt to changes without external interventions. In order to achieve the above characteristics, several theories for the emergent manufacturing systems were proposed, presenting similar concepts and characteristics but with different origins: mathematics for the fractal factory [9], nature for bionic manufacturing (BMS) [10] and social organisation for holonic manufacturing (HMS) [11]. A comparative study of these theories can be found in [12].

3.3. Advanced Manufacturing Control Architectures

The new emergent manufacturing control architectures use mainly the multi-agent technology to support the development of autonomous and adaptive control architectures. The PROSA (Product-Resource-Order-Staff Architecture) is a holonic reference architecture based in three types of basic holons: Product, Order and Resource
Additionally, staff holons assist and advise the basic holons. The MetaMorph is a project developed at University of Calgary, using mediator centric federation architecture for intelligent manufacturing [13]. This research project evolved to other multi-agent architecture, which aims to integrate the activities of a manufacturing enterprise, with those of its suppliers, customers and partners within a distributed environment. The project proposes a hybrid agent-based architecture, intituled Agent-Based Manufacturing Enterprise Infrastructure (ABMEI), combining the mediator and the autonomous agents approaches [14].

The AARIA (Autonomous Agents at Rock Island Arsenal) architecture provides an integrated MRP and MES functionality in a hierarchical multi-agent approach and allows the dialog with customers and suppliers, to optimise schedules and to react to disturbances in the factory [15]. The MASCADA approach focuses on the manufacturing execution system, and is composed by communicating local intelligent autonomous agents [16]. The HOLOS/MASSIVE architecture supports multi-agent based dynamic scheduling and the integration with legacy systems [17]. This work was later on extended to distributed multi-site systems and virtual enterprises. The DEDEMAS (Decentralised Decision-Making and Scheduling) approach aims to provide mechanisms for decentralised decision-making and scheduling covering both multi-site operations of one company, supply chain and virtual enterprise cases [18]. Similar to HOLOS/MASSYVE, the decision-making mechanism is based on extended Contract Net, and several monitoring schemes and rules will support companies to optimise their processes. The GNOSIS-VF (The Virtual Factory Model-Based Distributed Manufacturing) project [19], concern about development of the Virtual Factory Platform, i.e. information technology support for the Virtual Factory. The main objectives are the design of the distributed co-ordination and decision organisation for the virtual factory, and the development of tools for virtual factory platform.

4. AGENT-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR MANUFACTURING APPLICATIONS

In the section 2 the requirements of emergent manufacturing systems were presented and in section 3 some research in the control architectures to fulfil those requirements was analysed. In spite of the contribution of that research work, some issues remain with no efficient solutions to all requirements simultaneously. Additionally, nowadays the control architectures are focused in the operational phase and deal with the capability of adaptation to the environment changes.

However, little attention has been devoted to the changes of the manufacturing system itself along its life-cycle. A new approach should consider both the changes imposed by environment in which the manufacturing system is acting and the changes in the manufacturing system, during the re-engineering phase. To accomplish this requirement, it is defined a new control level that comprises the operation and re-engineering phases [20]. The architecture proposed supports the new control approach and tries to fulfil simultaneously all the requirements presented.

![Figure 2 – New Control Approach Architecture](image)

The multi-agent systems are suitable to the distributed manufacturing environment, since the manufacturing applications presents characteristics like modular, decentralised, changeable, ill-structured and complex, for what the agents are best suited to solve [21]. Analysing the benefits of multi-agent technology it is possible to conclude that fulfil some of requirements defined in section 2: autonomy (an agent can operate without the direct intervention of external entities, and has some kind of control over their behaviour), cooperation (the agents interact with other agents, in order to achieve a common goal), reactivity and proactivity (the agents perceive their environment and response quickly to changes that occur on it. In other hand, agents do not simply act in response to their environment, but are able to taking the initiative, controlling its behaviour) and adaptation and decentralisation (the agents can be organised in a decentralised structure, and easily can reorganised into different organisational structures).

4.1 Basic Concepts

The proposed architecture is a set of autonomous, intelligent and co-operative agents, forming a multi-agent platform. This agent-based approach implements the basic ideas of HMS, such as the possibility to represent a human and allow different organisational structures, and some ideas from BMS, such as the role of supervision and the dynamic evolution of the system. The agents can organise themselves in different organisational structures, in order to optimise the individual and community objectives, and combine the robustness and the reaction to the disturbances.

The architecture defines a set of agent classes: Operational, Supervisor, Product, Task and Interface agents. The Operational agent represents the interactions with the physical resources and the Supervisor agent has the objective to control several operational agents, depending of the organisational structure. The Interface agent allows the interaction with legacy system, users,
The Product agent represents the product knowledge and the associated information, such as the process plans. The Task agent is launched to represent the execution of a task in order to produce a product and contains the dynamic information about the manufacturing orders.

4.2 Organisation Structures
One of the main features of the architecture is the capacity of self-organisation, that allows the re-organisation of the agents into different organisational structures, with special attention to a completely heterarchical architecture (autonomous agent approach), and other more hierarchical (federation approach). However, it is possible to add dynamically, new organisational structures.

To support this agile adaptation to different organisational structures and in a further step the self-organisation, it is necessary to use methods to represent the relationships between the agents for each organisation structure and techniques to handle this feature. For example, if one agent left the system, it is necessary that all other related agents update automatically and dynamically their relationships.

4.3 Communication Mechanisms
The interaction between the agents in the architecture uses the TCP/IP protocol, is asynchronous and supports several communication modes, depending of the intention and knowledge of the agent: point-to-point, multicast and broadcast. The communication language is derived from KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language) language and the format of messages for data translation uses the XML language. Ontologies are used for the standardisation of the messages contents.

5. ARCHITECTURE FOR A GENERIC AGENT
The architecture for a generic agent, that belongs to the proposed architecture, is based in four modules and a local database, which contains all relevant information about the behaviour of the agent.

5.1 Decision-making module
This module controls all activities of the agent and includes the problem solving and decision-making. The decision-making process comprises the analyses of the available information, the application of the decision mechanisms, the evaluation of the decision and the learning. To support the decision-making, the module uses the knowledge stored in the local data base, and when the available information is not enough to make a decision, it is started a co-operation process with other agents trying to find out the necessary information to make the decision.

5.2 Co-operation module
This module manages the cooperation with the external agents, requesting cooperation to other agents, collecting the responses, and sending them to the decision-making module. This module considers and develops mechanisms for three different types of cooperation: negotiation (for product specification and order allocation), physical synchronisation and monitoring (passive and active forms). For the negotiation, this module implements a negotiation protocol based on the well-known Contract Net Protocol [22], extending the original functionalities including the following features: the negotiation process...
should allow multiple iterations, in order to have dynamic re-planning and iterative optimisation, and several ways of specifying the task announcements and bids, in order, to support the bid of partial quantities of the task. The cooperation module has the enough intelligence to reply a message, in case that the message is not adequate to the initial request. For the architecture proposed, it is not intend to develop complex mechanisms for cooperation and negotiation but focus on simple, practical, robust and reliable mechanisms, to support the dynamic adaptation and integration in agent-based platforms for manufacturing domain.

5.3 Communication module

This module deals with the need to standardise the interaction between distributed agents and defines a communication language. An additional aspect is the use of standard ontologies that defines the vocabulary that will be used in the communication between agents, and the knowledge relating to these terms. This module is divided in three main levels: contents, message and physical.

When the cooperation module wants to send a message to other agent it sends the information to send and the indication of the target agents. The contents level interprets the message and applies the appropriate ontology in order to standardize the data translation. The message level formats the message to send, using a language derived from the KQML language. The physical level allows the physical iteration with other agents and will use CORBA. The advantage to use the CORBA platform is the platform independency (interaction between applications running in distinct platforms, such as Windows, Linux and Unix) and language independency (interaction between applications developed in different programming languages, such as Java and C++).

5.4 Local Control and Monitoring module

This module intends to control and to monitor the operational execution of the agent. This module is divided in four sub-modules: control manager, dispatcher, monitor and operational control. The control manager aims to manage a task with several operations and the dispatcher aims to format and to dispatch the tasks to the physical devices. The monitor allows the passive and active monitoring of the resources activities. The operational control allows the communication with the physical devices or with the legacy systems.

5.5 Knowledge Base module

The local database stores all knowledge about the behaviour of the agent and the community where the agent belongs. The information stored in the local database involves several types of knowledge, such as constraints, objectives, procedures, rules and experience, and organisational structures and techniques.

The approach to the local database has two dimensions: individual-community information and generic-specific information. The individual part of information is related to the local data of the agent, such as local objectives, while the community data is related to the data concerning the system as a whole, such as system objectives. The generic part of the data is concerned to the common information to all agents and the specific part of data is related to the specific information for each agent.

![Figure 5 – Local Data Base for each Agent](image)

The data stored in the local database, in a generic form, is concerned to the objects, the actors and the processes involved in the system domain application, such as the tasks and the resources.

5.6 Customisation of the Generic Architecture for an Agent

All agent types that belong to the architecture are based in the generic architecture of an agent. For example, the Operational agent uses all modules defined in the generic architecture, but other agents don’t use all modules defined in the generic architecture, such as the Product agent that doesn’t use the Local Control and Monitoring because it doesn’t interact with physical devices.

![Figure 6 – Operational Agent](image)

The Operational Agent uses an important concept derived from HMS: a holon can have both a logical (software) and physical component. In this way, the logical component controls the physical device through an appropriated communication system defined in the Local Control and Monitoring module. In order to standardise the interaction between the agents and the physical devices, this communication system implements a platform based in CORBA objects that defines the basic services for the control and supervision of the physical devices: write and
read variables, program manipulation (download, start, stop, etc), etc.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Nowadays, the enterprises operate in a global and open environment characterised by dynamic changes in organisational structures and fast changes in technological and economical aspects.

The new requirements imposed by this new environment and by the market, require agile and dynamic control systems for distributed manufacturing systems based in the new technologies, tools and paradigms.

The paper reflects the research done in the distributed and cooperative manufacturing systems and the efforts to develop an architecture that fulfil the main requirements presented by this kind of applications, such as distribution of applications, cooperation, self-organisation, and integration of humans. In this paper it was presented an agent-based architecture approach to the development of distributed manufacturing applications that supports a new control approach, which includes the re-engineering phase, and uses some Holonic and Bionic Manufacturing Systems concepts and the multi-agent technology.

This is an ongoing work and therefore only preliminary results are presented.
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